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[Notes about this document are set out at the end]

Hybrid Proceedings at 12pm
Prayers by the Bishop of Rochester (p) (5 mins)
Oral Questions (40 mins)
* Baroness Neville-Rolfe (p) to ask Her Majesty’s Government, further to the paper
by Professor David Miles, Mike Stead and Dr Adrian Heald Living with COVID-19:
balancing costs against benefits in the face of the virus, published on 26 June, what plans
they have to ensure that in the future fuller account is taken of the economic costs of
any measures adopted to address the COVID-19 pandemic such as lockdowns.
(Baroness Penn, HMT) (p)
Speakers following Baroness Neville-Rolfe’s supplementary question:
Bp Rochester (p)
L Trimble (p)
L Loomba
L McNicol of West Kilbride
5

B Barker
V Eccles (p)
L Livermore
L Singh of Wimbledon
B Gardner of Parkes

10

B Walmsley

* Lord Shipley to ask Her Majesty’s Government what plans they have for the further
devolution of power and decision-making in England. (Lord Greenhalgh,
MHCLG) (p)
Speakers following Lord Shipley’s supplementary question:
L Wills
L Scriven
L Norton of Louth
B D'Souza

5

B Bryan of Partick
B Bennett of Manor Castle
L Bourne of Aberystwyth
B Greengross
B Quin

10

B Eaton

* Lord Rooker to ask Her Majesty's Government what is the current balance of trade
between the United Kingdom and Russia. (Lord Grimstone, DIT) (p)
Speakers following Lord Rooker’s supplementary question:
B Rawlings
L Kilclooney (p)
L Foulkes of Cumnock
L Purvis of Tweed (P)
5

L Stevenson of Balmacara
L Balfe
B Falkner of Margravine
B Smith of Newnham
B McIntosh of Pickering (p)

10

L Campbell of Pittenweem

* Baroness Thornhill to ask Her Majesty’s Government, further to their
announcement on 21 July about changes to planning rules, how they intend to
measure the impact on communities of (1) any further relaxation of planning rules,
and (2) any increase in permitted development rights. (Lord Greenhalgh,
MHCLG) (p)
Speakers following Baroness Thornhill’s supplementary question:
L Young of Norwood Green
L Mann
L Moynihan
B Pinnock
5

B Altmann
L Crisp
L Kennedy of Southwark
B Thomas of Winchester

E Clancarty
10

B Andrews

Private Notice Question at 1:00pm
* Baroness Smith of Basildon to ask Her Majesty's Government, further to the letter
from Baroness Vere of Norbiton, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the
Department for Transport to all Members on travel corridors and Spain, sent on
26 July, what support they will provide to those who have visited or transited
through Spain and are then required to self-isolate on their return to the UK and are
unable to fulfil work-related obligations as a result. (Baroness Vere of Norbiton,
DfT)
Speakers following Baroness Smith of Basildon’s supplementary question:
L Browne of Ladyton
B Randerson
B Pidding
L Craig of Radley
5

Bp St Albans
L West of Spithead
L Palmer of Childs Hill
B Buscombe
V Waverley

10

L Hayward
B Uddin
L Robathan

Business expected to be brief
Two Business of the House Motions – Baroness Evans of Bowes Park (p)
Main Business
At a convenient point after 1:40pm and 7:30pm
Agriculture Bill – Committee (day 7) – Lord Gardiner of Kimble (p)
Target for the day: To complete Committee stage
Grouping of amendments:
264, 265, 269 (debate adjourned on Thursday)
266, 267, g268 – already debated
270, 271, 273, 276, 278, 279, 280
272 – already debated

274 – already debated
275
281, 282
283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294 – already debated
295, 298
296, 297 – already debated
g299, g300, g301, g302, g303, g304, g305, g306, g307, g308, g309, g310, g311
Estimated rising time
The House may sit late.
Notes:
• This document sets out the matters for the day’s business which the Government Whips’ Office coordinates:
Speakers’ Lists (Companion 4.26), ministerial statements (Companion 6.02) and the grouping of amendments
(Companion 8.70).
• Time estimates are best endeavours: there is no certainty other than for formally time-limited business. It is the duty
of individual members to observe the rules on attendance at debate (Companion 4.32) and, in particular, to ensure
that they are present for the start of business in which they wish to take part.
• The number of sessions shown for a stage of a bill represents the Government’s assessment of reasonable time given
the balance of bills and remaining days to the likely end of the session. Progress remains in the hands of the House.
Report stage is usually half the length of Committee.

• The grouping of amendments is informal. Although every effort is made to secure agreement to groupings, any peer
may speak to an amendment in its place on the Marshalled List. “g” before an amendment indicates a Government
amendment.
• Speaking in debates (Companion 4.34): A member of the House who is taking part in a debate (including general
debates and debates on amendments or motions) should attend the start, end and greater part of that debate. In
addition, it is considered discourteous for members not to be present for at least the opening speeches, the speeches
before and after their own, ad for the winding-up speeches. Ministers may decide not to answer, orally or in
writing, points made by a speaker who does not stay to hear the Minister's closing speech. Members who believe
that they are unlikely to be able to stay until the end of a debate should not seek to participate in it (and if the debate
has a speakers' list, should remove their names from the list).

